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NOUN CLASS SYSTEMS 
IN AFRICAN AND PACIFIC LANGUAGES1 
Noun class systems are reported from a number of areas in the world, including Africa, the 
Pacific, the Caucasus, and various parts ofNorth America. I have chosen to deal with such systems 
as found in Africa and the Pacific because of fairly idiosyncratic interests, not because I believe they 
are especially closely related (although some tie-up between Melanesia and Africa is occasionally 
suggested, essentially on nonlinguistic grounds ). 
In Africa, ofthe 4 language phyla set up by Greenberg, only Niger-Kordofanian is associated 
with noun class systems. lt is generally believed that Proto-Niger-Kordofanian had a noun class 
system and that probably concord involved mere repetition of the class affixes. But Guthrie's attempt 
to show that not even Proto-Bantu concords were originally 'alliterative' is not particularly 
convincing (Gutlu·ie, 1967). 
At present several West African Niger-Kongo languages show only vestigial forms ofthe 
proto-system at best, e.g., Mende, Ijo, and westem Kwa. The spectacular examples of class systems 
occur at either end of the geographical continuum: Fulani and Bantu. The noun class system of 
J This paper is essentially the same as one given at the Twelfth Congress ofWest African Linguistics 
held in Ile-Ife, Nigeria, in 1976. On the way harne from the conference, 1 developed what was diagnosed as 
pneumonia complicated by malaria. Although the accuracy of this diagnosis remains somewhat doubtful, 1 
was indeed very sick and unable even to consider getting the paper ready for inclusion in the proceedings of 
that conference. Other projects subsequently intervened until I had virtually forgotten about it. lt was some 
20 years later that Professor Ludwig Gerhardt suggested it should still be published because the topic was still 
relevant and the material intrinsically interesting. Professor Ekkehard Wolff graciously volunteered to do so 
in the 'Leipzig Papers on Africa'. 
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Bantu such as it has been codified in the works of Meinhof, Doke, and Guthrie will here be taken 
as a point of departure for the discussion in general. 
As a matter of fact, Guthrie proposed a typological definition of Bantu that requi.red ( among 
other things) that for a language to be really Bantu there must be the presence of a certain number 
of noun classes and concord by prefixation. Languages that do not meet this criterion but do meet 
the others- such as Bira and Mangala-are called 'sub-Bantu'. On the other hand, languages that 
meet this criterion but not the others, he calls Bantoid - essentially the same as those Johnston 
called Semi-Bantu (including many languages in West Africa among which are those Crabb has 
labeled the Ekoid Bantu languages of Ogoja). 
Comparable typological criteria are given by Capell (1962) for Melanesian languages. One 
may weil wonder whether these criteria could be used to prove that Melanesian languages are 
Bantoid or that Bantu languages are Melanesoid. 
For two ofthe other phyla in Africa, Afro-Asiatic and Khoisan, class systems in the Bantu 
sense are missing, and sex gender prevails. In the present discussion, by the way, gender and class 
will be used synonymously. In Nilo-Saharan, which I have elsewhere tried to show is related to 
Niger-Kordofanian, class systems are absent although for some Nilotic languages such as Maasai 
there is a sex gender system (in Maasai, with 3 genders: masculine, feminine, and place). 
The gender systems reported for Africa include the following. 
1. Two-gender system with the gender labels Masculine and Feminine (found in Afro-Asiatic 
and Naron Bushman). 
2. Three-gender systems with a number of different gender labels: (a) Masculine, Feminine, 
Common (Sandawe, Hatsa, Nama Hottentot [all Khoisan], Teso [Nilo-Saharan]); (b) 
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Masculine, Feminine, Neuter (Kadugli-Krongo ); ( c) Masculine, Feminine, Inanimate (ljo, 
Mba [ where Feminine is described as composed ofreal Feminines as well as animals ]. 
3. Four-gender systems with the labels Masculine, Feminine, Inanimate, Anima! (cf Mba 
above); the only example reported is Ma. 
4. Class-systems usually involving three but generally at least five or more genders, but without 
labels such as Masculine/Feminine; class meanings are sometimes obscure but categories 
such as the following are common: Human, Anima!, Tree, Abstract, Inanimate, Attenuative 
(comprising long, thin things). Desmond Cole has facetiously labeled one class as 
Alcoholative because in one language alcoholic beverages duster within it [ as cited by 
(Welmers, 1973:167)]. Examples include Bantu, Fulani, Kordofanian, Fante. 
lt should be noted at once that I do not equate gender/class with some overt marker such as a prefix, 
but rather consider it an abstract feature ofthe noun. Consequently, the Bantuist practise of setting 
up singular and plural classes is not followed. 
In the Pacific languages considered here, the situation is considerably more confused because 
of the general inadequacy of available data and perhaps also because a tidy model of grammatical 
analysis such as that provided by Doke for Bantu has not been developed. 
Of the languages spoken in the Pacific, three groups will be considered: Australian, the 
Melanesian subgroup of Austronesian, and Greenberg's recently proposed Indo-Pacific including 
most ofthe Papuan (or non-Austronesian) languages ofNew Guinea. 
One of the striking things about these languages is that sex gender is frequently found to co-
exist with numerous other classes, unlike the African pattem. In Arapesh, for example ( a Papuan 
language with 13 noun classes ), two of the classes would no doubt be labeled as masculine and 
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feminine by traditional grammarians. Reo Fortune, who wrote quite a comprehensive outline ofthe 
language, hesitated to do so but noted that his class IV contain 'most of the express indications of 
feminine gender in the language' (1942:20); similarly, class VII stands in a similar relation to 
masculine nouns. In Dyirbal, an Australian language for which there is an especially good 
description by R. M. W. Dixon (1972), there are 4 classes having the following concepts associated 
with them: 
I. animateness; (human) masculinity 
II. (human) femininity; water; fire; fighting 
III. edible vegetables and fruit 
IV. a residue class, dealing with everything eise. 
The rules for inclusion within the classes are fairly complicated and often entail ideological 
presuppositions; e.g., animals, snakes, lizards, insects, and fishes are class I by virtue of their 
'animateness', but birds are believed to be the spirits of dead human females and hence usually are 
class II. Oates (1964) suggests as Jabels for the four classes of Gunwinggu (another Australian 
Janguage) the following: Masculine, Feminine, Earth, and Vegetable (the Earth labe! is somewhat 
strained, however, since a significant number of terms for body parts, days and seasons, and 
abstractions are included). 
My original purpose in writing this paper was to examine in detail how the different systems 
solved comparable problems and what if any universals for class Janguages could be suggested. One 
such topic was the treatment of recent loan words. Although there are several studies of this for 
African Janguages, there is next to nothing for Pacific Janguages (Fortune's study of Arapesh is a 
notable exception; he notes that all loan words from English are made to conform to the rules of the 
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system, cf. further below). The few generalizations or observations that I have been able to make 
are summarized below. 
Quite generally, class languages indicate class membership overtly, and both such 
membership and concords are usually marked by prefixes, less commonly suffixes. In West Africa, 
examples ofthis include Bulom and Tiv (prefixes), Tem and Fulani (suffixes); in the Pacific: most 
class languages of Australian (prefixes), Arapesh (suffixes). An African peculiarity would seem to 
be the use of circumfixes, as in Gurma and Tobote. In some Australian languages such as Dyirbal, 
noun class is not overtly marked in the noun at all (like sex gender in French and Ge1man). In at 
least one weil attested Papuan language we find a weil attested example of class and agreement by 
ablaut (or vowel infix) which to my knowledge is found nowhere in Africa. Drabbe (1955) rep01ts 
that for Marind spoken in Irian Jayya (formerly Dutch New Guinea) there are 4 classes overtly 
marked by different vowels ofthe noun stem: 
I. (male human beings) 
II. (females as weil as all nonhuman 
animates and also designations for 
stars [regarded as females in myths]) 
m. 
} (inanimates, trees, plants) 
IV. 
-e- (rarely -a-, -i-) 
-u-
-e- (-a-, -o-) 
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The example just given also shows a very common phenomenon found perhaps in the 
majority of class languages: that overt class distinctions are reduced in nonsingular forms. In Fulani, 
for example, in one analysis there are 22 distinct singular forms, but only 5 in the plural. In some 
Pacific languages it would see that class is suspended entirely in the plural. In Gunwinggu, nouns 
are normally not marked for number if modifying or agreeing words show it (pronouns, for exarnple, 
are obligatorily marked for number, ofwhich there are three: singular, dual, plural; but there is no 
class marking). In any event, the class marker does not participate in number marking - which is 
unlike most African types, at least superficially. A pattern more like the African is reported for 
Anyula, another Australian language. Here again, the 4 classes are reduced in nonsingular forms, 
but both class and number are marked by prefixes: class nya-, ra-, ma-, na-; dual for all four ri-, 
plural li-. 
Such reduction is not invariably the case, however. In Arapesh, the plural is more 
differentiated than the singular (by one marker): what Fortune calls classes VI and VII are both 
marked by an -n in the singular but are distinguished in the plural (by -b and -m or -omi, 
respectively). 
Concords follow the same gross pattern in both areas: marker for class is copied by the 
concord bearing words such as adjectives. Thus a noun prefix, say, is copied as a prefix for 
adjectives. Tue Gola pattern whereby the su:ffixed element ofthe noun circumfix is not recopied but 
rather 'moved' to the adjective as a suffix has no clear counterpart in the Pacific languages I know 
of. 
In both areas, the gross rnle is not followed ineluctably. For example in Anyula, there is a 
least one exception (mentioned by MacDonald 1964): the word mawarraji 'spear' which should take 
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ma- concords for the gross rule to work (cf mamangaji mapulolo 'that bread', mapulolo 'bread'), 
actually requires masculine animate concords instead (nyamangaji mawarraji). Similar exceptions 
are quite common in Swahili for all animate nouns: whatever their morphological class, they require 
class I agreements, in nearly all constructions (some ofthe details are quite specific). 
The one instance of a comparable detail involving a kind of concord rarely if ever rep01ied 
from an African language is recorded for Worora, and Australian language described by Love. The 
language has four classes (masculine, feminine, and two kinds of neuter) overtly distinguished in the 
singular; in the plural only two distinctions are observed: animate ( collapsing masculine and 
feminine) and neuter ( collapsing the two neuters ). The distinctive construction is what might be 
called double agreement: an adjective may agree with two nouns at once in the possessive 
construction. Love does not go into this in much detail, but the following example should be 
suggestive. Not that possessive pronouns are prefixed in the possessed noun. 
Il)an!m 
nJJl)anrm 
his (M) smell (IV) 
her (F) smell (IV) 
(IV represent the second neuter class.) 
The expression 'her good smell' would show the adjective 'good' with concords for both F and IV: 
njil)anim (cf nijienja 'good (F)', manimum 'good (IV)'. Whether there would be a double masculine 
for 'bis good smell', or the like, is not reported. 
Noun incorporation of a sort is reported for some Australian languages that use prefixes, such 
as Tiwi and Gunwinggu. Thus, in the latter, which has a SVO pattern, the noun object loses its 
prefixes and becomes part of the verb - the whole new unit then being preceded by verbal prefixes; 
e.g., 
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gun-rero 
y1- rell) -gunmen 
you wood put 
'wood' (where gun- is a class prefix) 
gonda (rell) is apparently an altemate of rero) 
there 
It would seem that nonincorporation is also possible, but this is not exemplified in the sources. The 
important difference here from most African languages is that incorporation occurs in the first place, 
and also that a noun can occur without its prefix. However, it should be noted that the incorporated 
noun does not co-occur with a noun object, which is possible in certain American Indian languages 
- thus representing a kind of concord rather than mere object movement, as in the Gunwinggu 
example. The Mohawk practise is generally to copy the noun without prefixes directly onto the verb, 
but in some instances the noun object itself cannot be but some more semantically general noun can. 
Consider the following. In accordance with the regular rule we find: 
(a) retsanöskwes ketso 
[ra + its + anöskwes] (ketso 'fish ', stem: its) 
he fish steals fish 'he steals fish' 
(b) rana 7 taranöskwes kana? taro? 
he bread steals bread 'he steals bread' 
But with the noun kitkit 'chicken', the incorporated element must be more general -itsena-
'domesticated animal': 
retsenanöskwes kitkit. 
To my knowledge, this pattem occurs nowhere in either Africa or the Pacific languages considered 
here. 
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I have elsewhere (1964) objected to the equation ofnoun prefixes with classes, as in the 
traditional Bantuist practise. To equate them means that certain prefixes indicating derivation (such 
as diminutives and augmentatives) or syntactic relationships (locatives) are regarded as noun dasses. 
Clearly they are not since such elements often co-occur with the real noun class prefix. But even if 
they did not co-occur, the grarnmatical model required for treating them as class prefix would be 
considerably more complicated than necessary, despite the fact that concordial elements copy the 
diminutive etc. prefixes. I have treated the problem in African languages elsewhere. Here I have 
tried to find similar instances in the literature on Pacific languages. Again, the literature is generally 
inadequate. But the kind of thing I refer to is in pait exemplified by Gunwinggu, where a locative 
element gu 'to, in, by, on, etc.' may occur before one ofthe four noun classes ofthat language which 
Oates designates as Eaith nouns. The prefix ofthat dass is gun-, which is dropped after gu-; thus, 
gun-bolgme 'garden' -gu-bolgme in the garden', presumably from an underlying *gu-gun-bolgme. 
But the descriptions do not teil us about concords with such expressions and the detail remains 
tantalizing rather than truly informative. 
In effect this paper has tried to evaluate the validity of the Bantuist model of noun dasses by 
comparing similar phenomena in Pacific languages. Tue model breaks down if rigidly held because 
the orthodox distinction between dass and sex gender languages simply does not hold: an interaction 
of sex gender and nonsex gender categories permeates the Pacific scene, if nothing eise. Pacific 
languages themselves offer another kind of complication: the problem of separating class languages 
from languages with numeral classifiers. Robbins Burling (1970) has compared Bantu noun dasses 
with Burmese numeral classifiers (typical ofmany Southeast Asian languages as weil as Japanese). 
Burling decides there is a difference, because the first requires grarnmatical rules, the second 
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semantic statements. In Burmese there area about 200 such classifiers, which are obligatory for the 
most part when nouns are modified by numbers. Now, there are no noun class languages with as 
many classes as Burmese classifiers, but the distinction that Burling gives is not nearly so clear cut 
as he suggests (and he does not suggest it is very clear cut to begin with). In some unarnbiguous 
class languages of the Pacific, the situation is complicated by an overlap of the two systems. One 
of the best known exarnples of this is Kiriwina, a Melanesian language spoken on the Trobriand 
Islands. Unfortunately, the most detailed account of that system available to me is that by Bronislaw 
Malinowski, an anthropologist not a linguist. lt is sometimes difficult to interpret what he says. He 
maintains that there are 42 classes in the language. More accurately, it seems that he means there 
are 42 classificatory particles. These require concord in demonstratives, and pronouns. According 
to Capell, Kiriwina is unique arnong the Austronesian languages ofNew Guinea in this respect; 
elsewhere numeral classifiers are the rule - and for Gele spoken in east central Manus, Smythe ( as 
mentioned in Capell p. 63) lists 43 classifiers, but adds 'it is certain that there are many more'. To 
retum to the Kiriwina situation, we should note that Malinowski concedes that 
lt is clear ... that the classes are not equivalent and that the definition of some ofthem has been 
made ... on a principle different :from that of other classes. Finally, the grarnmatical use of the 
particles is not the sarne in the different groups [ of particles] and this point must also be 
made quite clear. (1917-20:44) 
A careful reading ofthis commentary suggests that there are not 42 but only but 14 noun classes in 
the usual sense, which is more nearly the number we would expect :from other class languages (fewer 
than 25 would seem tobe the rule). 
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There are some other distinctions that could be mentioned in the comparison of African and 
Pacific class languages, e.g„ in Monumbo on the north coast of Papua New Guinea, adjectival 
concord shows number only, not class - which to my knowledge never occurs in African class 
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